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-THE STATUS-RANKIr.G or OCCUPA'rrONS BY UNIVERSITY

Studentsõ a note on Some prelimi~y results.

BERTR/llVlHUTCHINSON

The study of aoc ial stanus of cccupa'tí ons '.some
results of which this paper describes, forms part of a larger
study whose general purpose is to show the relationship that
may exist between education, social status and social mobility.
While it is intended to extend the study to cover all status
levels of the municipio of são Paulo rold its population, the
preliminary and, to some exten~, exploratory phases was
restricted to undergraduates of the University of são Paulo.
It was necessary to make use of some objative scale of social
status throughout the study, and it seemed likely that such a
standard might be found in occupation. Occupation has already
been used with success in t~is fashion in Great Britain and
elsewhere. Before finally adopting in Brasil this occupat~
guide to .vaoc í.aâ status, however, it had to be shown emp:irically
that it i8 applicable to the Brazillian settingo The study of
the social status of occupations, tihereí'ore,should accomplish
two things,. It should show whether Brazillan...~sin general
regard occupat í onr. to be closely linked with social sta'tues
if they do, then they would have little difficulty in ranking
in order of status a list of selected occupations that is
given to them. Secondly, it should be a means of validating

ian existing, a ~riori, status scale of occupations which it
is intended to employ in estimating the status of ocçupations
\Yhich arise in the general study of mobilityo Thus, if the
efficiency of the a priori scale were demonstrated in the
case of the selected occupations ranked by informants in this
study, then its efficiency could be justifiably assumed in
the case of ,the many occupations \Yhich could not be tested in
this wayo Although the full material is not yet available, it
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will be seen from the material presented in this paper that
occupation seems to be a dependable guide to social status
in Brazil as it is elsewhereo

The informants selected for this study were all
first-year students from all Faculties of the University of
são Paulo. Out of a total, in August 1955, of some 1 800
students a sample of 700 was drawn by selecting names at
equal intervals from the Faculty listso In order to meet
the probability that some students drawn on this main sample
would fail to be interviewed, a smaller list was draan up in
the same fashion, though selecting names at a wider interval~
This smaller, or substi tute, list was to be used whenever it
was found impossible to interview the informant originally
seLected , On the completion of intervd.ewing exactLy 700
interviews had been completed; and there seems no reason to
su~&e these do not a.ccurately represent the first year
student-body as a wholeo

Informants were interviewed either at the University
or at their homeso In the course of the interview the informant
was handed 30 cards, on each of which was written the name of
one occupation. He was then asked to sort these cards into
six groups of descending social status, every occupation in
each group to be equivalent class status. When this was com-
pleibEtdche was asked to rank in order of status the occupatims
in each of the six groups. It was emphasised that what was
required was not so much his personal judgement, but rather
what he thought the judgement of Itpeople in ~eneraln would be.
When these two processes were completed the 30 occupation
cards had been ranked in a single continuous bierarchy, No. 1
being the higheststatus and Noo 30 the lowest status. All
informamts, with certain exceptions mentioned in the next
paragraph, were permitted to rank two or more occupations as
af equal status if they wished to do so.

As an experiment, 100 informants sele@ted randomly
from the main list were explicitly forbidden to give same
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ranking to more than one occupation, with a ~iew to discovermg
what effect, if any, this had on the final ranking order of
the 30 occupations. A second sub-sample of 100 informants
drawn from the main list, though allowed to ~ie occupations
they considered of equal status, were given a special set of
occupat í on cards which, in addi mn to the name of an occupatím
also mentioned the occupation's average income. The pupose of
this was to discover if such additional information influenced
the final ranking arder of the occupationso The final total of
700 interviews was therefore made up of 500 trrter-ví evs in
which the n'ame only of the occupations was given, and tying
was permittedi ~OO interviews using the same occupation cards,~Ylngbut in which/was prohibited; 100 interviews in;w~ich tying was
permitted but information concerning an occupation's average
income was ehown on the cards.

The present results constitute a preliminary report
on this study, the complete analysis_of which is not yet com-
pletee~_WheR~other material becomes available it will be
possible to examine in some detail such ranking differences as
may appear between men and women, and between age-groups; how
far the fact th~t a student has paid employment in addi tion to
his University work influences his ranking of the occupations;
what difficulties informants experienced in the ranking proce$,
and which occupations were found most difficult ~o rank; and
what social and economic peculiarities are thought to charac-
terise the occupations of various status classes. Particularly
important will be the material arisimg from the six-class;

ranking, which is not discussed hereo This preliminar~ report
presents material on the ranking order of the 30 occupations,
the degree of dispersibn of opinion, the effect of the income
cards and the effect of prohibi ting t;yingo

11

By means of Powers electrical tabulating equipment,
ordinary frequency distributions were produced for each of the
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30 occupations, showing (for the main samp1e of 500) the number
of informants who had attributed various rankings to these
occupationso These frequency distributions were then ana1ysed
by five University-entrance grades. For each of these grades
the median ranking-judgement was cã1cu1ated for each of the
occupations, giving five sets of 30 median judgements. The
arithmetic means of the five median j.udgements were ca1cu1ated,
and :.bhe30 occupations were then arrayed in r-ank order, as
shown in Tab1e 1.
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TABLE 1

The rank order of the thirty occupations as
ShO'tIDby the mean of fi ve median ,judgements

Occupation Iv1edianJudgement

Iv1édico
Advogado
Padre

1.0
2.4
3.6

Diretor Superintendente de
Companhia

Jornalista
F'azendeiro
Gerente de Fábrica
Gerente Comercial de Firma

3.8
4.6
5.2
6.4
7.2
8.2

10.0
~Professor Primario

Contador
~ ,Funcionario Publico de

Padrão Hédio
Dono de Pequeno ~stabeleci-

mento Comercial

10.8

10.8
13.6
13.6
13.6
1L~.8
15.6
17.6
18.6
18.6
19.4

Despachante
Escriturário
Viajante Comercial
Sitiante
:Empreiteiro
l!Iecânico
Guarda Civil
Balconista
Notorista
Cosinheiro (restaurante de

lI!,classe)
Tratorista (agricultura)
Carpinteiro
Condutor de Trens
Garçon
Pedreiro
'I'r-ab a Lb.ador'

20.0,
21.0
21.8
22.0
22.6
23.8
2308
26.4
28.4

~Agricola
Estivador
Lixeiro
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It is evident from Tabie 1 that these informants found no
difficulty in ranking the occupations in a hierarchyo Moreover
bearirgin mind whht we kno 1 of the thirty occupations useà in
this study, it is fairly clear that the status of an occupation
is closely related, as might be expected, to the degree of
skill, the exten t of educ ation and the amoun t of income, which
characterise it. For a foreign observer imperfectly acquainted
with the structure and values of Brazilian society, however,
the order of ranking contaíns t",ounexpected resul ts, in thilt
Fazendeiro is accorded a lower status, and Jornalista a higher
status, than vias expected , The low status of the Cosinheiro of
a first-cle~s restaurant (an occupation which, with its title
of 'chef?", carries rather higher status in Europe) is per-haps à.

reflection of the manual nature of the work, and perhaps also
of its associations with low-status preto woz-ker-s I> A cursory
comparison of the results with tbbse of a recent British study(l)
suggests tuo main differences. First, we have in Brazil a
clearer. separation of manual from non-manual occupations, more
or less independent of the skill involved in the manual
oycupation: the mere fact of an occupation's being non-m~lual
seems in general to raise i t in status above most types of even
skilled manual work. Thus, while in Britain a routine clerk has
a place among a group which includes mechanic, carpenter and
bricklayer, in Brazil this occupation is in a higher, entirely
non-mrolual, group which includes Despachante, Viajante Comer-
«ial and the Dono de Pequeno Estalbelecimento Comercial.

iSecondly, there seems to be a tendency in Brazil to relegate all
heavy m~~ual occupations to the lowest leveI although in Britain
this tendency is not so clearo

The central tendencies of the ranking judgemente, as
indieated by the medians, showed considerable stability in so
far as analjsis has been completed. Thus, the median judgments of
the five University-entrance grades (which may be considered a

(1) David Glass, (edo), Social ~obility in Britain,
London, 1924, p. 34
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The thirty occupations ranked according to dispersion of
opinion, as measured by the mean deviation .trom the median

judr~~ement

Occupation 1'1eanDeviation

Advogado
Jornalista
Gerente Comercial de F'Lr'ma
Diretor Superintendente de

Companhia
, .Gerente de Fabrlca

Fadre
Contador

0.92
1.02
1.25
2.08
2.17

Lixeiro,
Hed í.c o

;Professor Primario
Dono de Pequeno Estabelecimento

Comercial
Viajante Comercial
Funcionário Público de Padrão, .Hedlo

2.20
2.24
2.39
2.56
2.79
2.88
2.94

Fazendeiro
Escriturário
Hecânico
Despachante
NotoI'ista
Balconista
Carpinteiro
Tratorista (agricultura)
Garçon
Condutor de Trens
Pedreiro
Empreiteiro
Guarda Civil
Sitiante
Cosinheiro (restaurante de1ª- classe)
Estivador

2,,97
2.99
3 ..00
3022
3.60
3.60

;Trabalhador agricola

3.71
3 ..72
3.$3
~.75
3080
3.85
3 •.97
4.00
4.15
4.16
4.18
4.66
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rough approximation to intelligence grades) showed only slight
differenceso On the other harid, there was often considerable
disagreement among informam s as to the ranking of specific
occupations. Table 2 shows the '30 occupations ranked according
to the degree of dispersion of opinion9 indicated by the mean
deviation from the median judgement.

It is clear that the highest degree of unanimitF among
informants was displayed at the two extremes of the status
scale established in Table 1: at the top, Médico and Advogado;
at the renking of the following occupations: Empreiteiro, Guar-
da Civil, Sitiante, Cosinheiro, Estivador and Trabalhador Agrí-
cola. It is not easy to sea any factor which is common to these
six occupationso Two of them, however, are rural occupations
with which urban University students may be unfamiliar, while
similar considerations lp.ayapply to Esti vador , The Cosinheiro
of a f1•• ~ ~laa~rQs~akrant may also be an unfamiliar figure;
and judgements as to the status of the Guarda Civil may have
been influenced by considerations th~t were not strictly
occupationalo But with theee six exceptions, and with that of
Lí xe í.r-osf ví th its remarkably low mean deviation), an examination
of Table 2 suggests that dispersi on of opin:i:mincre ase directly
aS occupational status falls, If we calculate an approxim éd

coefficãe~1 of correlation between these two variables as
given by Spearman's rank correlation formula (2), we obtain a
value for p of 0.7, which represents a fairly high degree of
association. We cannot assume this correla~ion to persist
throughout the general population, at least in the form in
which it appears here. The correlation we have observed between
dipersion of judgements and status leval is prob bly a reflection
of the population represented by the sampleo University students
are largeiy drawn from higher social status levels, andignorance

(?)This formula, of cGurse, is 6 (d2)

N(N2 - 1)
.Where N represents the number of pairs of variables r-anke d , and

d represents the difference between the two rankings for any
one pairo
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of the char cter of occupations (and hence of therr status)
might be expected to increase as the distance separating them
from the University level, becomes graatero On tee ather hand,
it cauld possibly be true for informante drawn from any social
level that geeater doubt exists among them as to the relative
status of lower level occupations than of those occupations at
the higher levels. There are therefore two alternativesQ First,
we may findthat the correlation we have noted amang student
informants persists throughout the population, lower status
occupatians always showing an association with lack of
unaní.m.íty in status-judgements o Al ternati vely, it may be that
the pattern of dispersion varies according to the status-
level of the informants. ln such a case we would expec ,
greatest dispersion of judgement by a semple of low status-
level informants to occur in respect of occupations at the
highest leveI - those at greatest distance from themselvesQ
lt is to be hoped that the completion of the present progect,
with its planned extension to tne general population of são
Paulo, will shed some light on this problem.

lt seems highly probàble that income enters largely
into the determination of Wl occupation's status, though in
what degree we do not knowo ln order to ascertain something af
the part which income plays in tlj.eranking of occupations, a
special sample (which we have already described) af 100
students were given infarmation concerning the average income
of each of the thirty occupationso ln other respects the

íinterview was identical with thataf the main sampleQ
Consequently, any significant differences in the final ranking
order of the Qccupations, or in the dispersion af judgements,
may be safely assumed to be the result of the greater knowledge
which this special sample possessedo The rank order of the
occupations resulting from the. judgements of these students
may be seen in Table 30
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TABLi 3

The rank order of the 30 occupations as shown by the median
judgements of students who were to1d average incomes; and
the dispersion or judgements as shown by the mean deviation

from the median judgement.

Occupation
,Medico

Advogado
Diretor Superintendente de

Companhia
Padre
Fazendeiro
Jornalista
Gerente Comercial de Firma
Gerente de F'ábrica,Professor Primario
Contador
Dono de pequeno estabelecimento

comercial
Funcionário Pl:tblicode padrão

médio
Despachante
Empreiteiro
Viajante comercial
Sitiante ,Escriturario
Guarda civil
Necânico
Balconista
Hotorista
Cosirilleiro (restaurante de

lê classe)
Tratorista (agricultura)
Carpinteiro
Condutor de trens
Garçon
Pedreiro
Trabalhador agríCOla
Estivador
Lixeiro

Hedian
Judgement

Hean
Deviation

1.0
2.0

3.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
600
8.5

10.0

1.80
2.38
2.67
2.62
2.01
1.76
3.21
2.59

10.0 2.82

11.0
1200
12.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
19.0

2.75
2.93
3.71
2.94
3.87
3o~.2
4.13
2077
3.76
3.80

20.0
20.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
23.5
26.0
28.0

4.03
3.75
3.15
4.01
3.77
3.1.!-9
4.45
3.51
3.61
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A comparison of Table 3 l,lith 'I'ab I.e 1 reveals re-
markably few variations from the ranking order established
for tho main sample: on the who Le the order .r-ematns unchanged,
although there are one 01" tvJOminor modifica tions ~n precedence •.
1nus, the informants' knowledge of his average income has
caused Padre to move down one position to give way to Diretor
Superintendente, who advances one posi tion. Fazendeiro also
moves up one po sLtion to exchange l-1ith Jornalista. Gerente

. ,
Comercial now has equal status 1...rith Gerente de Fabr-Lc a , The
Dono de Pequeno ~~stabelecimento Comercial moves up one posi tion

,. ,.to exchange vii th Func Lorrar-LoPublico; and Guarda Civil moves up
one position to exchange with Ivlecânico. The most considerable
change is that affecting J~scriturário and Emprei teiro, who make
an exchange in the latter's favour invo1ving four positions.
But the effect of these severa1 changes on the general rarucing
order is slight, which suggests either that income plays a
subordinate part in determining an occupation's status, or
that the average incomes of the occupations are a1ready familiar
to the informants.

'ruemore significant effect of the experiment comes
to 1ight, however, wheri \<Ieexamine the changes wh í.ch occurred in
the degree of dispersion of ranking judgements. Knowledge of
an occupation's average income reduced dispersion (that is, it
created a greater unaniffiityof opinion) in the case of 14
occupations, which inc1uded all but one of the six occupations
""hich, in the main sample resul ts, displayed particularly
large dispersion - the exception being Guarda Civil. In 8
cases dispersion was not affected; and in the other 8 cases
dispersion was actual1y increased compared with the main samp Le ,
These last Cases of increased dispersion (Jornalista, Professor

,.,. ,.Primario, Medico ~ Escri turario, Lixeiro, l'10torista, Condutor
de Trens ana Guarda Civil) deserve a special comment.

It was notable that the main samp Le showed a
considerable degree of unanimity as to the status oi' Lixeiro
(the mean deviation being 0.92).. However, when the average
income oi' this occupation was known, opinion as to im status
1ITasdispersed to such an extent that the mean deviation from
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the median judgement rose to 3.61, a value four times aS great
aS before. lt is possible to account for this if we postulate
a lvidely-known, or stereotyped, status for the occupation of
Lixeiro, (perhaps based upon the disagreeable nature ofthe
wor-k}, wh í ch many informants fel t obliged to reconsider in the
light of the monetary r-ewar'dthat it recei ves , ;3omething of
the same sort though in rather different terms may have, ,
happ~l1ed in the case of I-Iedico,Jornalista, Professor Primario
and Escriturário _ occupations from lJhich many students t parents are
dr-awn, and wh.ích many students may feel they ~iill have to enter.

~fuile further research into the part which knowl.edge

of income plays in determining occupational status is clearly
necessary, the effects revealed by this experiment are sm.all.
Some of the reaSons for this .maY emerge from our later material
arising from the larger study of which this is apart. ln
particular it will be important to estimate hoVJ far informants
already know approximately the income levels of these various
occupations, and so automatically take this into account in
judging status; 01", alternatively, whmther income plays only
a minor part in determining status, except perhaps in marginal
cases of unfamiliar occupations.

En conclusion we must eX8J.'11inebriefly the problem
of tying. Informants Lnthe main sarnp Le wer-e told that if, in
the process of rankin::;the thirty occupations, they found
any tVlO or :more occupations VJhich they considered to be of
equal status, this was to be recorded. ?urthermore, vIi th the
intention of discovering what effect the f'o'l Lowí.ng mede of
procedure might have upon the resulting ranked order of
occupations, a special s~'!lpleof 100 studentsi were explicitly
forbidden to record ties. ln alI other respects the interview
was identical VIith that of the main samp l.e , and differences in
rank order 01" dispersion are dtributable to the prohibition of
tying. 'I'ab le 4 ShOVTS the rank order of the thirty occupations
arising from this special sample, and the mean deviation of alI
judgements from the median judgement of each occupation.
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TABLE 4

The thirty occupations ranked according to the median
,judgements of stud§.nts to whom tying "'Tas forbidden;

and the dispersion of judgements as, shown by the mean
deviation from the median

Occupation Median
Judgement

Mean
Deviation

Il'1edico
Advogado
Padre
Diretor ~uperintend.

de Companhia
Jornalista

1.0
3.0
3.0

1.20
1.03

Fazendeiro

5.0
5.0
6.0

2.35
1.94
2.07
2.76

Gerente comercial de
Firma 7.0

8.0
8.0

10.5

1.67
2.15
2.74
1.97

,Gerente de Fabrica
,Professor Primario

Contador
, IFuncionario Publico de... '.Padrao l1edlo

Dono de Pequeno
Estabelecimento Com.

Despachante
~Escriturario

Viajante Comercial
Sitiante
I!inpreiteiro
Guarda Civil
IvJ:ecânico

12.0

Carpinteiro
Cosinheiro (restaurante

de 1~ classe) .
Tratorista (agriCUltura)
Condutor de trens

12.0
lLl.• o
15.0
15.0
15.0
16.0
18.5
19.0
21.0
21.0
21.5

2.87
3.1+3
2.54
2.45
4.35
3.16
3.64
2076
2.98
2.81
3.02

Balconista
Notorista

Garçon
Pedreiro

23.0
23.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
27.0
29.0
3000

3039
3.30
2.66
3.07
2.85
3.46
1.72
1.24

(Trabalhador agrlco1a
Estivador
Lixeiro
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Again, a comparison of this Table with Table 1 shows
the effect of the experiment to have been small •.Gerente de
Firma moves up one positbn to exchange with Gerente de Fábri
ca. Guarda Civil moves up one position to exchange with Mec~
nico. Carpinteiro moves up two posEions, above Cosinheiro
and Tratorista who are now of equal status •.Garçon and Con-
dutor de Trens also become equal in status •.None of the se·~
mOdifications, however, radically effect the general pattern
established by the main sampleo It will be seen that dispersion
was reduced in a'lL except four cases, where it was unc hange d ,
and three others wher-e it was very slightly increaséd •.\ie are
therefope to conclude that whether or not informants are
permitted to judge two or more occupations as of equal status
makes very little difference to the emergent rank order of the
occupations ..

111

Summing up, we may draw the following conclusions from
the preliminary data repoDted in this paper:
(i) Universitll students appear to regard occupation as indi-
cating social status, and they are able to rank a list of
occupatioHs according to this status.
(ii) Dispersion of opinion as to the status of an occupation
appears to vary directly with the distance of the occupation
from informamtts own status •.

•Üii) The general ranking order persists with only slight
variations when the exper:ttmentis varied to include information
concerning average incomes, and when informro1ts are explicitly
forbidden to rank t'ilO or more occupations as of equal status.
(iv) The effect of varying the experiment in these ways is
more clearly Seen in the changes in dispersion of judgmment
than in ranking order. Information regarding average incomes
of the selected occupations increás. disagreement in more
than a quarter of the occupationso The prohibitbns of tying,
on the other hand, reduced dispersion in the majority of
cases Q


